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At A GlAnce
Length 37ft 4in (11.37m)
Flat out 31.1 knots
Test engine Single 435hp Volvo  
D6 inboard
Price from 3.0 million nOK ex tax  
(single 370hp)
approx £368,000 inc uK VaT

Marex may be relatively unknown in the UK but their exciting new 370 Aft Cabin Cruiser is 
causing quite a stir in European waters. Is this fresh take on an old formula the multi-purpose 
boat we’ve all been waiting for? Text: David Marsh Photos: Lester McCarthy
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the shaftdrive 370 is so astonishingly fuel 
efficient it outperforms many supposedly 
frugal sterndrive sportscruisers we’ve tested

Underway, the cockpit 
provides an incredibly safe, 
secure environment. Note 
the cockpit gate to right. 

Chunky teak handrail 
much nicer to hold than 
the usual stainless steel.

Having a fabric (not 
solid) sunroof means 

lower noise levels and a 
much larger opening.

Excellent engineroom access.

Deck locker takes pressure off cockpit.

Less than a minute to erect the canopy.

Canopy hides away in sunbed recess. T
here were plenty of positive things we were expecting 
to find out during our sea trial of Marex’s innovative 
370 Aft Cabin Cruiser but exceptional fuel efficiency 
wasn’t one of them. We’d seen enough of 2009’s 
European Power Boat of the Year to know that its  
fine looks, clever aft cabin layout and solid Norwegian 
build quality were likely to impress but how could a 
chunky shaftdrive boat hope to compete with the  
fuel efficiency of a lithe sterndrive sportscruiser? The 

answer is almost unbelievably well. This outwardly conventional shaftdrive 
boat is so astonishingly fuel efficient that it not only blows away every other 
similar shaftdrive boat we’ve tested, it actually outperforms many of the 
slippery, efficient sterndrive sportscruisers we’ve tested. Which means that by 
default, the new Marex 370 is going to be cheaper to run too.

Let’s put some solid arithmetic flesh on these emotive bones. With its  
single 435hp Volvo D6 diesel pushing our seven tonne, 37ft 4in (11.37m)  
long hardtop cruiser to a fast cruising speed of 24.5 knots, our 370 achieved  
over 2mpg! Contrast that with Nimbus’s 365 Coupé, another splendid  
single-engine shaftdrive cruiser, which achieved a perfectly respectable 24.5 
knots and 1.45mpg flat out with its 370hp D6 Volvo. So at this speed the 
heavier, bulkier Marex 370 travels around 38% further on the same amount  
of fuel. Likewise, at 25 knots, it’s burning half the fuel of the Corvette 320, 
albeit without the drag from the 320’s second prop shaft and rudder. 

Anybody seeking financial salvation in the fuel efficiency of a sterndrive 
sportscruiser had better beware too. Even at 31 knots flat out, hardly a boat’s 
most efficient speed, the 370 achieves 1.65mpg. That makes it roughly 25% 
more efficient (at the same 31-knot speed) than the 35.4-knot twin D6-310hp 
Fairline Targa 38 we tested, and an almost implausible 30% more resourceful 
than Sealine’s D4-300hp sterndrive-powered SC35. As a power boater, you are 

never going to save the planet, but if you’re looking to at least postpone its 
meltdown, and salve your conscience while motoring out on the water, then 
the Marex 370 is surely Copenhagen’s recommended best buy.

Rare beast
The 370’s uncanny fuel efficiency is far from its only peculiarity. It is that rarest 
of beasts, an aft-cabin model with sleek styling. Aft-cabin boats around this 
size have hitherto come in trawler yacht, or in the external raised helm form 
exemplified by Broom and Atlantic. Not that these far taller boats are 
unattractive, but they are light years away from the sleeker hardtop form that 
Marex have chosen to use. You might expect there to be a price to pay for this 
boat’s abnormally low profile, but that doesn’t seem to be the case. Headroom 
in the forward cabin is around 6ft 4in (1.93m) with about 3in (75mm) less 
everywhere else: in the aft cabin, the forward heads, and the separate shower. 
Berth lengths are exceptionally good too, take the 6ft 7in (2.01m) in the 
forward cabin as an example. 

The only two compromises I could find worth pondering are not style 
related shortcomings, they’re considered trade-offs. When you first step down 
into the aft cabin, it seems too good to be true. Although it doesn’t offer the 
same floor space of some of its aforementioned counterparts, it’s bright and 
breezy and outwardly roomy in a way that defies the 370’s sleek form. That’s 
partially due to the unusual wraparound window which provides a fabulous 
270° view out. But there’s also something missing that you’d invariably find on 
a similarly sized Broom, Atlantic or Corvette – a second ensuite heads.

Standing at the big basin at the foot of the comfortable double berth,  
there’s 6ft 1in (1.85m) headroom. So it should be possible for Marex to squeeze 
in a heads compartment here, lose the third single berth, and run the double 
berth across the cabin. However, there’s no doubt that this would severely 
compromise the spacious feel of what is a wonderfully airy cabin, bursting 
with stowage. You’ll have to make your mind up whether the trip forward 

The forward cabin 
could do with 
brightening up – a 
full-length bulkhead 
mirror, or two 
wardrobe mirrors 
would do the trick.

We don’t like

 

Marex have produced 
what most thought 
impossible: a small aft 
cabin sportscruiser 
with style. They’ve 
also created an 
astonishingly fuel 
efficient jack-of-
all-trades with the 
potential to keep a lot 
of people happy a lot 
of the time.

We like
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through the cockpit, to share the separate shower and heads with the 
occupants of the forward cabin, is an intolerable hassle or a minor and 
acceptable inconvenience.

Marex chose to site the galley above decks in the most sociable and practical 
place, in the cockpit, directly opposite the dinette. This produces the second 
trade off - you can’t have the galley gobbling up loads of space and still expect 
to have heaps of cockpit stowage too, especially on an aft-cabin boat. Whether 
you use all the myriad lockers and drawers (and all told there are plenty) as 
galley storage or sacrifice some of them to general cockpit stowage will depend 
on your needs. Anyway, a lot of the pressure has been taken off the cockpit 
because Marex have fashioned an unusually large deck locker, in the ideal place 
at the front of the bathing platform. It’s not quite liferaft sized, but it will cope 
with lifejackets, engine spares and a flare pack. This teak-topped locker doubles 
as a wonderful bench to sit on and watch the world go by. It will also be an 
ideal perch for anybody pulling on a wetsuit or strapping on scuba gear – 
bathing platforms rarely have such handy seats, and they make life a lot easier.

Jack of all trades
The more time I spent aboard the 370, the more it dawned on me just how 
many different types of boating the 370 lent itself to. With everybody bundled 
safely in the middle of the boat, behind the door to the cockpit, parents would 
be hard pressed to find a more secure environment for their kids. And even if 
they ventured on deck, the unusually wide, lowered, teak-laid sidedecks and 
extraordinarily tall, sturdy guardrails would do an exemplary job of keeping 
everybody onboard, young and old. Handrails abound, some of which are 
warm grippy teak, a welcome improvement on stainless steel on a cold day. 
One tremendous bonus is that the short journey from the bathing platform to 
the cockpit is all on one level. The 370 is not a full walkaround boat, but it gets 
pretty close with its day-to-day workings and its eminent practicality.

the 370 fulfils so many roles: intrepid offshore 
explorer, private weekender, secure family 
cruiser, and inland waterways plodder

Kids or no kids, the 370 is a boat I’d be happy taking on the most intrepid 
passages. That’s partly a combination of its reassuringly sound engineering 
installation and its visibly sturdy build. With horrible weather conditions in 
mind, I also liked the 370’s ability to rapidly transform itself from an almost 
completely open boat – with the long fabric sunroof pulled back, the two  
side-windows open, and the rear canopy stowed away in its crafty sunbed 
recess – to a snug, completely enclosed hardtop cruiser that still provided a  
safe view out for the crew through (thankfully) non-tinted windows. The 
backrest at the front end of the dinette cantilevers to-and-fro, allowing the 
two-person bench seat to be used as a comfy, forward-facing navigator’s perch, 
with its handy chart area directly in front, perfect for serious explorers.

Then there was the 370’s combination of low and high speed talents.  
With 31 knots on tap, it’s a match for most flybridge cruisers, which nowadays 
seem to be settling for a top speed of around 31 to 33 knots. At this speed, even 
though it tracks well, it’s almost laughably agile, turning on a dime when you 
do haul the wheel around. When we tested the 370 in Norway in October, it 
was just above freezing. We discovered later that the steering was being 
hampered by very cold fluid in an adjustable power steering pump that had 
been turned down to almost zero. However, despite the effort involved, there 
was no doubting the 370’s agility at any speed, and Marex assure us that all is 
well again now the pump has been turned up.

The 370 also tracked reasonably well at low speeds, all the way down to its 
600rpm tickover speed of a touch over four knots. Stir in its low air draft – 
which could even be reduced below its existing 12ft (3.66m) with a shorter or 
hinged mast – and hey presto, you have the makings of a fine inland waterways 
cruiser. The boat’s agility again helps, enabling you to manoeuvre in crowded 
rivers if you so desire. And the 370’s superb view out is another prerequisite for 
low-speed rubbernecking. Lording it over all these myriad talents is the 370’s 
astonishing fuel efficiency. It really doesn’t matter what sort of boating you do, 
if you are burning a far smaller hole in your pocket, you’re going to be happier.

No separate heads in the aft cabin. The 
big basin instead doubles as dressing 
table with top closed and mirror behind.

Aft cabin has good 
headroom 6ft 1in (1.85m) 
for such a sleek boat.

Great detail by way of the 
high-lo table between the 
single and double berths.

Good stowage thanks to 
split cushion and hinged 
lid. Right: shared heads.  

Forward cabin 
sports 6ft 7in 
(2.01m) long berth.
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Verdict Data
Datafile Marex 370

Overall length 37ft 4in (11.37m)
Beam 11ft 6in (3.50m)
Displacement 6.9 tonnes light, 7.8 tonnes loaded
 loaded = light + 100% fuel & water
Draught 3ft 0in (0.90m)
Air Draught 12ft 0in (3.66m) MBY estimate
Fuel Capacity 143 imp gal (650 litres)
Water Capacity 66 imp gal (300 litres)

Single Volvo D6, 435hp @ 3,500rpm, 6-cylinder 5.5 litre diesel
RPM 1,800 2,100 2,400 2,700 3,000 3,300 3,630
SPEED 9.5 12.2 16.2 20.3 24.4 28.4 31.1
TRIM 3.5º 5.0º 6.5º 6.0º 5.0º 5.0º 4.5º
G.P.H. 3.3 4.8 6.8 9.0 11.7 15.4 18.9
M.P.G. 2.88 2.54 2.38 2.26 2.09 1.84 1.65
RANGE 329 291 273 258 239 211 188
Speed in knots. GPH & MPG figures use imperial gallons. range in nautical 
miles and allows for 20% reserve. Calculated figures based on standard 
(idealised) engine propeller demand data, your figures may vary 
considerably. 25% fuel, 60% water, 3 crew, safety stores, no tender or 
liferaft, 2ºC air temp, 1032mb pressure, calm for speed trials

Slow cruising 9.5 knots, 329 miles @ 1,800rpm
Fast cruising 24.4 knots, 239 miles @ 3,000rpm
Flat out 31.1 knots, 188 miles @ 3,630rpm
SOUND LEVELS dB(A) Helm Cockpit Sunbed
Slow Cruising @ 9.5 knots 68 69 69
Fast Cruising @ 24.4 knots 75 79 75
Flat out @ 31.1 knots 81 81 77
Sound levels measured with sunroof open and canopies removed

Price from 3.0 million NOK ex tax (single 370hp)
 Approx £368,000 inc. UK VAT
Price as tested Approx £412,000 inc. UK VAT (435hp)
Designers Espen Aalrud/Marex,  
 Seaway/JJ Design, E. Thorup, 2009
RCD category B (for 12 people) 
Contact Penton Hook Marine  Sales (UK sales agent)
 Tel: +44 (0)1932 570055
 Marex (Norway)
 Tel: +47 66 76 27 90
 Web: www.marex.no

thumbs up or thumbs down?

Layout

In a world awash with hyperbole, you’re probably fed up hearing the words unique, ground-
breaking, and extraordinary. For a change though, these are fully justifiable accolades. Just 
look how we struggled to find remotely similar rivals; the Broom 365 and the Corvette 320 
made our list because they have aft cabins, but you could hardly name them close 
relatives. Likewise, the Nimbus 365 has the potential to offer a similar boating experience, 
but in a completely different form. So as a small aft-cabin sportscruiser with sleek styling, 
in this regard, as far as we know the Marex 370 is unique.

Ground-breaking, well that’s an onerous title. But how else could you describe a boat 
that is so astonishingly fuel efficient? It would be enough to give its fellow shaftdrive 
siblings a damn good thrashing, but not content with that, the 370 even sees off some of 
its similarly sized, far flashier, supposedly slippery sterndrive sportscruisers. If that’s not 
ground breaking, then what is?

This incredible operating economy allows us to ponder the 370’s only obvious Achilles 
heel, its elevated UK price. Like all Scandinavian boats, the Marex suffers from an exchange 
rate which has only worsened in recent years. But consider the flip side; Scandinavian 
boats invariably hold their value extremely well, and given the 370’s excellent build and 
first-rate engineering quality, there’s no reason to suppose it will be any different. Plus, 
every time you fire up the 370’s engine, you’re going to be spending substantially less  
than your counterparts.

I think the 370 deserves the title extraordinary because, even putting aside its fuel 
efficiency and its unique style, it’s an incredibly versatile boat, capable of fulfilling so many 
roles on the water: intrepid offshore explorer, uncommonly private weekender, secure 
family cruiser, and low-speed inland waterways rubbernecker. As a jack of all trades, I 
doubt that it has any peers.  MBY

ThuMBs up
➤ Astonishing fuel efficiency
➤ Privacy offered by aft cabin
➤ Exceptionally agile handling
➤ Versatile cockpit layout
➤  Talents at low and high 

speed
➤ Helmsman’s view out
➤ Onboard safety & security

➤ Practical cockpit canopy 
➤ Stowage in aft cabin
➤ Sturdy looking build

ThuMBs Down
➤ No separate aft heads
➤ Dim forward cabin
➤ Idiosyncratic circuit beakers

Broom 365 from £302,508 inc UK VAT 
(2x330hp)
The familiar rival. It represents most people’s 
idea of a normal aft-cabin boat but the 365 
offers cracking 30kn performance with twins. 
Excellent build, and separate heads in the aft 
cabin. Tested MBY November 2006

Nimbus 365 Coupé from £247,173  
inc UK VAT
The coupé rival. Like 370, the 365 has a galley 
opposite the cockpit seating, two cabins, super 
hardtop, and a single shaftdrive Volvo. Fresh 
ideas combined with traditional values.  
Tested MBY August 2009

Rivals

test engines

Above and below decks
Small aft-cabin boats often suffer from poor engineroom access, an unhappy 
by-product of their unusual geometry. Not so on the 370 though, which is one 
of the few enginerooms of any type which I’d be happy to go to work in with a 
hot engine, in an emergency say. It owes its good service access to its single-
engine configuration – don’t for a moment consider trying to bully Marex into 
fitting twins or the whole construct of fuel efficiency, good service access, lower 
noise and vibration, and reduced service costs will start to crumble.

The engineroom holds one clue to the 370’s abnormal fuel efficiency. With 
the SeaTorque system used by Marex, the prop shaft runs in a fixed lubricated 
tube, all the way back to the prop. This eliminates the usual drag caused by 
turbulence from the whirling shaft, and Marex claim a consequent 10% 
reduction in fuel consumption. Also, the prop thrust is taken by the hull, not 
the engine, allowing Marex to use softer engine mounts, which in theory 
reduces noise and vibration. Marex are looking to move the raw water strainer 
into a more visible position for inspection, otherwise this is a sound, 
straightforward engineering installation. It struck me just how tough this boat 
felt, not only because of the 370’s impressive laminate and moulding quality, 
but because details like the chunky teak capping rail plus the size and quality of 

the sturdy stainless steel fabrications stood out too. The boat benefits from its 
interlocking moulded liner-come-stiffening structures which provide smooth, 
easy-clean lockers in several areas. However, in the places where the hull 
laminate does show, I saw extremely well compacted glassfibre laminates, as 
good as any I’ve come across. Even the smallest floor hatch is lined with sound 
deadening foam, and has a rubber strip around its perimeter to stop it rattling 
underway. This is a boat designed and built by people who won’t mind you 
going to sea when it’s less than hospitable.

All told, there was very little I thought needed changing on the 370. I wasn’t 
comfortable with the idiosyncratic circuit breakers, which you can turn on, but 
not off. Everything is separately switched, but if a switch shorts out, the horn 
say, you cannot voluntarily trip that circuit breaker. Thanks to the great swathe 
of its dark wood bulkhead, the 370’s forward cabin presented an unhappy 
contrast to the incredibly bright aft cabin. However, it would be an easy matter 
to add big mirrors to the two wardrobe faces and maybe the sliding door too, 
and this would dramatically increase the reflected light inside. 

One of the big surprises on this sleek, low profile 370 is the amount of cabin 
stowage. Marex have utilised every nook and cranny, and although very little is 
in the form of easy-access drawers, two couples could easily pack for a month-
long cruise. In typical Scandinavian fashion, there are far more berths than 
expected. Another big single aft where a lone double would be the norm, plus a 
colossal, 6ft 11in (2.11m) long single under the cockpit, just behind the heads 
and shower compartments. When it’s not being used by giant singletons, or 
very friendly couples, it’s bound to find favour as an enormous general 
purpose stowage area.

Corvette 320 from £300,000 inc UK VAT
The voluminous rival. Like 370, you get 
shaftdrive, a superb aft cabin, a good forward 
cabin, and a galley opposite the saloon/cockpit 
seating. You also get an extra heads aft, plus a 
whole extra layer up top. 
Tested MBY April 1999

this is a boat designed and built by people 
who won’t mind you going to sea when it’s less 
than hospitable

The 370 is happy pottering 
at low speed as well as 

cruising in the mid 20s.


